Left side:

Science Reading Room No. 1

Surname: Oswald
Name and patronymic Lee Harvey

Valid for use

From: 7/9 to 7/10, 1961
Extended to: 196

Triangular stamp: "V. I. Lenin Memorial State Library of the U.S.S.R."

Right side:

Extract From Rules of the Library

1. Take care of the card and control sheet. In case of loss, duplicate may not be issued earlier than a month after the (date of) the written notice by a reader regarding the loss.
2. Reader’s card is presented: (a) on entering the library; (b) on receiving books; (c) on demand of the administration; (d) in renewal of registration for another year.
3. Transfer of the card to another person is strictly prohibited.
4. A temporary card, valid for one day, is issued to readers who forgot their permanent cards, 3 times a year.
5. It is prohibited to take out literature from the reading room or to bring in own books, magazines, newspapers, clippings or other materials into the reading room.

Orders for literature are accepted by telephone at: B 1-38-51 or K 0-05-80, ext. 6-55 and by mail: ul. Kalinina 3.

Service and Stock Section.

COMMISSION EXHIBIT 74